1985 dodge ram 2500

The Dodge division of Chrysler produced three different trucks for the model year: the Ram, the
Ramcharger and the Ram The Ramcharger was marketed as a full-size SUV beginning in ;
however, it was essentially a short-bed truck built on the full-size pickup chassis. Starting in ,
Dodge imported the Ram 50, a compact pickup manufactured by Mitsubishi. Dodge had no
mid-size truck in its lineup in ; that came in , when the Dakota was introduced. The Dodge Ram
was offered in two-wheel or four-wheel drive; the four-wheel-drive version was badged the
Power Ram. In this truck had the standard 3. Also offered were the 5. Rams came with a
three-speed TorqueFlite automatic transmission or a four-speed manual transmission. New for
was the Ram-Trac transfer case: a system that allowed the driver to shift in and out of
four-wheel drive while traveling at high speeds. The Ram came in a two-door standard cab or
four-door crew cab configuration, each available with either a short bed or long bed. The base
engine for the Dodge Ramcharger was a 5. Like the Ram pickups, it was available with the
three-speed TorqueFlite automatic or the four-speed manual transmission. The Ramcharger
came in two-wheel or four-wheel drive, with four-wheel-drive models featuring the Ram-Trac
system. Its truck-like body consisted of an extended cab with a very short, covered bed.
Because of high buyer demand, the Ramcharger was upgraded throughout the eighties. It also
had a gallon fuel tank and a maintenance-free battery. Following Dodge tradition, the Ram 50
had two-wheel drive while the Power Ram 50 name designated the four-wheel-drive model. The
standard 2. The truck came with a four-speed or five-speed manual transmission and the option
of a four-speed or five-speed automatic transmission. With a bed length measuring Based in
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and parenting. Wheatley has a Bachelor of Arts in art from Calvin College. This page is for
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Dodge. How many do you want? Wait a minute! When was the last time you saw one of these,
let alone one in such great condition? Tall bucket seats remain in excellent condition with
comfortable red fabric that seems to wear like iron, and the original carpets are surprisingly
plush for a truck. The bright red paint surrounding the engine is a great background for the
highly original mechanicals, which are authentic right down to the cold air intake hose on the air
cleaner. It starts easily and idles surprisingly smoothly for a truck engine and the performance
is lively enough to make the RamCharger fun to drive, even on pavement. The driveline is
equally stout, with the requisite transfer case, axles, and gears to make it effective in the rough
stuff and the suspension consists of leaf springs all around. This one is so nice underneath that
it appears to still have the original Y-pipe in place with a pair of mufflers behind it for a very
hushed sound on the road. More recently, a set of aluminum wheels was added and they carry
31x Call today! This vehicle is located in our Atlanta showroom. For more information, please
call or toll free Ad provided by OldCarOnline. Model Other Pickups. Click the large photo to see
additional photos. However, this all started to change in the mid 's when Lee Iacocca became
president of Chrysler Motors. What happened was transformative to all lines of Chrysler
Products and has made the brand of Ram trucks what it is today. This example of a Power Ram
series is probably as nice as you will ever see. It was sold new at Craig Motor Company on and
we have the original Bill of Sale to prove it as well as the window sticker and full color brochure.
The powerful V8 starts perfectly each time and runs great. The transmission shifts great and 4x4
works as it should. This truck is in very good condition only painted recently after we
purchased it earlier this year. This Ram is Rust Free! The Ram was used as an everyday driver
since new until a couple years ago when the owner purchased a new Challenger. It has been
babied. The bench seat had a seat cover placed on it when purchased new and only was
removed after I purchased it. The seat looks great only a small wear mark on the drivers side
seam. The bed was covered with a bedliner when new and had some rub marks but no dents in
the bed or scrapes. It does have a couple dents at the top of the bed where it meets the cab but
nothing major. Overall this is a super clean and nice truck ready to be shown or keep in your
collection. Give me, Luke Godwin, a call today at and own this beauty. At our dealership we

work very hard to accurately describe our vehicles through text descriptions and elaborate
photos. When you purchase a pre-owned vehicle it is not a new vehicle. Any used vehicle can
have normal wear and blemishes. Before placing a bid please read the descriptions thoroughly
and view all pictures. Financing Capital One Auto Finance, America's largest online vehicle
lender, provides vehicle loans to customers directly via the Internet, as well as through
dealerships nationwide. Applying online is safe and easy, and it takes just minutes to get a
response. Once approved, qualified customers receive a no-obligation Blank Check, which
works like a personal check and can be used to buy a new or used car or motorcycle, refinance
or even buy out a lease. The customer is responsible for registering the vehicle in their home
state. Taxes and FeesIn state buyers will be charged state and local taxes, title, registration
fees. All sales transactions must be completed within 5 days of auction close. Please call the
dealership to make arrangements for payment. Terms:Auction PoliciesCustomers with zero or
negative feedback on eBay Motors please contact us prior to bidding. Otherwise, we reserve the
right to cancel your bid. Understand this is only to protect the integrity of the auction. Winning
bidder must contact the dealership within 24 hours of the auction close and the purchase
transaction completed within 5 calendar days. We reserve the right to re-list or sell the vehicle
in the event of a non-paying bidder. Buyer PickupA representative from our dealership can be
available for pickup at area airports when necessary. Buyers must schedule pickup prior to
making travel arrangements. Transport We have a local connection to transport your new car
anywhere in the US and some places abroad, please email or call me for a free quote. Our
facility at West Beltline Blvd. Our business has always been family-owned and operated, and we
are proud to serve third generation customers. At Godwin Motors, our number one goal is to
provide you with a quality vehicle with quality service. All of our cars are detailed and inspected
to ensure you leave our facility with a top-quality used vehicle. If you are not satisfied, then our
job is not done. You will also find Godwin Motors cars on Ebay and Craigslist with our
international buying and shipping company. We hope you will contact us about any of our
vehicles on our website or come visit us at West Beltline Blvd in Columbia, SC. If you don't see
the car you are interested in on our website, give us a call at and we can find that right car for
you. Godwin Motors Inc. The front seat has minimal typical wear from getting in and out and
there are some unnoticeable blems. The one that sticks out is on the top left of the tailgate.
Tires are in very good condition. They are Nitto All Terrain. The service records are all there and
it is obvious that the truck has been meticulously maintained. The truck runs and drives as new.
Please look at the pictures carefully as I am sure they tell the whole story. Best to call me at with
any questions or email. I am a Florida Dealer, so FL. There are NO dealer fees or add ons. The
deposit at the end of the sale is Refundable if you don't like the truck. Final payment is expected
within 7 days and should be made with bank to bank wire transfer. Any other form of payment
will require adequate time to clear. The person that ends up with this truck in my opinion will be
very lucky. This is a Barret Jackson quality truck and beyond; perfect for a Museum. This is
truly a once in a lifetime opportunity to own a unique piece of Mopar history. She has only
graced the road with her presence for a staggering miles! This Dodge runs, shifts and tracks
like a new car should. The paint shines. The red interior is nothing short of perfect and is the
exact color you want to accent a black truck; it is absolutely stunning! There isn't even a
scratch in the bed of the truck or on the tailgate! The original 21 day sticker, dated November 3,
, is still taped in the rear window. A license plate has never been put on. Moreover, to maintain
the integrity of the trucks originality, it still maintains its original tires from the day it left the
assembly line 29 years ago. Finally, the truck has not been waxed or detailed. The pictures do
not do it justice. In order to truly understand how special this classic Mopar is, you must see it
in person. This Dodge provides you with an experience each and every time you sit in it. There
is not another one in the world quite like it! Please call Colin at with any questions. Do not
hesitate to set up an appointment to come see it. I will ship internationally. Thanks, and I look
forward to speaking with you soon!! Model Ram The first step to protecting yourself against
buying used cars with costly hidden problems. Used Vehicles may have a Remaining
Factory-Warranty, but please contact us for the warranty details specific to this vehicle. Do not
miss out on this vehicle. Call us today! If you have received a Second Chance offer regarding
one of our auctions, it is not from us!!!! Please contact eBay Safe Harbor Immediately!!! We
highly recommend that all transactions between a purchaser and our dealership take place
within eBay live auction formats. We started selling Chevrolet cars and trucks, adding the
Cadillac franchise in We added the remaining General Motors franchises in We started a
dealership with all the Chrysler franchises in With this many vehicle lines we are well
established to meet your needs and expectations. We are an honest and sincere group of
people who want to make your automotive experience a great one! Whether you purchase a new
or used vehicle, visit our collision center, service or parts department, our goal is to meet and

exceed your expectations. We intend on working hard to gain and maintain your trust and
respect. Our customers are the reason our business exists and your complete satisfaction is
what is most important to us. We know you have other choices and we would like to say thank
you for choosing Vaughn Automotive. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally
binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I
have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and
further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Be the talk of the town when you roll down
the street in this stout Dodge Ram This great Dodge Ram is just waiting to bring the right owner
lots of joy and happiness with years of trouble-free use. Many of our auctions are ended early
by using the Buy It Now on eBay, or because we will end the auction and sell to the highest
bidder on eBay based upon receiving a reasonable offer. This auction is a legally binding
contract to buy this vehicle. Never on this particular truck, needs heater core replaced and
re-installed, exhaust needs adjusting, could use new weather stripping both doors. What started
as rust repair resulted in a complete as possible restoration. Restoration was completed in
Inside the bed is scuffed and scratched as I was not afraid to haul stuff. Used in summer only.
Approximately 20k miles since restoration complete. Engine has approximately k miles.
Transmission has under 2k miles with new TCI towing converter. Any steel or rubber that could
be replaced, was. Truck has been used to cruise and tow race car and trailer times a summer
since restored. The hood, fenders, core support, front inner fenders are new imported sheet
metal. The doors and rockers are genuine Mopar replacement parts. Paint is Chrysler Prowler
Orange and 85 Dodge white. Front bumper is quality rechrome. Hood scoop is a fiberglass
replica of a 66 Plymouth Super Stock. Tailgate has been smoothed with the handle moved to the
inside. Custom hand painted graphic is from a Dodge. Tonneau is Gaylord's heavy duty
fiberglass replica of a vinyl cover with gas struts. Aluminum radiator installed shortly after
restoration. Axle shafts replaced from 84 Dodge truck used and front rotors also new. Virtually
anything rubber or steel that was replaceable was. Interior is recolored stock interior panels and
dash. Seat frame from Dodge stepside bucket setup with seats from Scat. Additional matching
orange and black bench seat goes with truck. Custom headliner and back of cab interior panel.
Grant steering wheel, Autometer gauge pod and gauges. Tach shown does not go with truck.
Stainless oval exhaust tip missing since pictures taken but have one to replace it. Dual exhaust
with equalizer pipe and Walker Mufflers. Truck has been to Chryslers At Carlise placing 3rd in
the Fun Field Judging 2 out of 3 years in a row going back to Pictures and plaques to prove.
This truck has seen plenty of road time as I was not afraid to use or drive it. I hate to see it go as
it has lots of memories, efforts and was my first resto. Feel free to make a serious, reasonable
offer. I cannot deliver it but will help with your efforts to obtain. I will only accept full payment
thru PayPal, Cash or a verifiable Cashiers Check drawn on a verifiable financial institution that
must clear before delivery of vehicle. All transactions must take place during normal Secretary
of State and Financial Institution hours. I will not ship vehicle but will assist you once you have
made shipping arrangements. If you choose to decline the purchase once you've seen it in
person, I will return your deposit. I reserve the right to end this listing at anytime as the vehicle
is also being listed locally and elsewhere. Model Charger. In the previous listing, there were 4,
hits and people watching the auction. That is a very good indication that the interest is there
and Mopars are coming back as a muscle car favorite as well as a great investment. The reserve
was nearly met in the previous listing so I am in hopes that someone who wants a beautiful
muscle car, will pull the trigger and purchase this 4-speed classic. The owner, who is a friend
and someone that I have known for over 20 years, founded his dealership in and has been a
veteran of the car business for over 30 years. All of his vehicles are chosen for the highest
standards and quality. A careful and complete analysis is done on every one before they offered
for sale. I do understand that there is a lot of information in my ad. I also understand that this
may be boring to the person who is just looking and not buying. However, for the person who is
looking to buy and spend their hard earned money, I feel that there is never too much
information. As to myself, I am not a dealer, just a 65 year old kid that loves muscle cars. For my
work, I am retired from managing a Correctional Facility here in Maine and had worked for the
Maine Department of Corrections for 40 years. I am also a respected member of my community.
I mention this only because of the value of this car and so that prospective buyers will have
some idea as to who they are dealing with. Many of those have been muscle cars which I have
sold to individuals all over the country as well as Canada, England, France, Switzerland and
Australia. Just some quick history on the Super Bee. GM divisions had been doing it for years,
but it wasn't until that the two MOPAR divisions, Dodge and Plymouth, began to engage in a bit
of sibling rivalry. Although a capable budget muscle car, it never was as successful as the Road
Runner, which truly must have hurt. Dodge watched as Plymouth launched their budget muscle
car, the Road Runner, in the fall of as a model. Already upset that Dodge had coined the "road

runner" name in a Coronet ad, Dodge responded by launching its own budget muscle car.
Based on the redesigned Dodge Coronet pillared coupe, Dodge looked to its Scat Pack symbol
and released its new model in the spring of as the Super Bee. Curb weight was nearly identical,
and both used the same engines, so performance was almost identical. The standard engine
was the bhp four barrel cid V8 that borrowed cylinder heads, camshaft and induction system
from the Magnum A heavy duty suspension, brakes, four-speed manual transmission with Hurst
Competition Plus shifter, and red-line wide oval tires were standard. The low price didn't mean
low profile, and the Super Bee had bumble bee racing stripes circling the tail, and a big Super
Bee emblem hovering on the rear fenders. The grille was finished in black matte and the hood
had a decorative power bulge. The wheel lips and the rear body panel were accented with thin
bright moldings. Inside, the Super Bee had door-to-door carpeting, pleated vinyl seats and door
panels, and a standard bench seat. Only the center carb was used for normal driving, but
slamming on the fun pedal opened all six carbs for a combined 1, cfm rush. Hemi valve springs,
a hotter cam, magnafluxed connecting rods, and other improvements helped boost output to
bhp. A Hurst four speed manual transmission was standard. Torqueflite automatic was optional,
but disc brakes, air conditioning, and cruise control were not allowed. The Super Bee Six Pack
came with one of the wilder hoods in muscledoom. The lift off hood was made of fiberglass, had
a matte black finish, four NASCAR tie down pins, and a large air scoop molded right in with Six
Pack written on the sides. The all business look was completed with standard black steel
wheels, unadorned except for chrome lug nuts. The Six Pack could keep up with a Hemi up to
70 mph and came with a Hemi grade suspension that turned the Super Bee into a decent
handler. The aging Coronet's body style was given a face lift for The front fenders were sloped
down more at the ends, and the hood featured a NASA inspired integrated hood scoop on the
standard set up that flowed down into a center peak separating a twin front bumper
arrangement. A Super Bee medallion was used between the grilles on the hood. The
Ram-Charger hood with its twin hood scoops were carried over to the new hood as an option.
The cards of marketing were reshuffled for The Coronet name it felt was too closely tied with the
image of grocery getters and mom and dad. Thus all four-door mid-sized Dodges would be
known as Coronets, while all two-door intermediate Dodge models would be known as
Chargers. The Charger would be restyle to meet these demands with long flowing lines that
took some of the race car look away from it. However, it was only half right. Be the fates of
soaring insurance rates and government regulations only place the Super Bee on life support,
as this would be its last year of production. This rare example is one of only , ci 4 speed
Charger Super Bees produced. This four owner car comes with a complete owner history and
lots of original parts. If you've been searching for a B-Body Mopar, , 4 speed car, this car has
lots of eye appeal and is considered extremely collectible. Exterior: The car has a solid original
body and the car is straight as an arrow. No waves in the cars exterior appearance, proper
alignment to all the body panels, original chrome bumpers are in fantastic shape. Roof drip rail
moldings, trim, bright work and emblems are all in excellent condition. Tail light bezels, argent
silver, tail light panel has also been refurbished. The car has beautiful original stainless around
the windshield and rear window with no scratches, dings or dents noticed. Doors are perfectly
aligned and close with a touch of a finger. The key locks on both doors work properly when
used with the keys. The chrome door handles are also in excellent condition. Interior: The
Interior is in super nice condition. The carpeting, door panels, seat covers, factory seat belts,
headliner, sail panels, dash and instrument cluster are excellent throughout. All the gauges to
include the tach work fine. The heater, horn, radio, interior lights, back up lights, key buzzer and
reverse light on the dash all work fine. The padded dash is in awesome shape and there are no
speaker cut outs in the door or kick panels. The interior basically is excellent throughout.
Engine: Looking under the hood you'll notice the engine bay has a nice clean, factory clean
appearance. The car is powered by a numbers matching ci, hp 4V engine that was rebuilt by the
most recent owner of 13 years. He stated the motor has approximately miles since the overhaul.
The motor was bored. The cylinder heads were also refurbished with hardened valve seats and
bronze valve guides for today's fuel. The rare N air grabber are all original components,
including the hood but was added on from the 3rd owner when the car was repainted back in
the late 90's. The inner fender aprons and firewall was also re-finished when the motor was
overhauled and has a show quality finish in high impact Butterscotch paint. The components
under the hood are correct for the car. There were no non-original reproduction parts under the
hood of this really unique Charger Super Bee. Trunk: Looking in the trunk you will notice
original paint, a space saver spare tire, air canister, original jack and a truck mat with no
moisture noticed. Mechanical: Mechanically very sound with no notable issues. Undercarriage:
The underside has a light factory undercoat, solid original floor pans and torque boxes. The
trunk pan is as solid as a rock. There is a well preserved appearance with no rust or repair

noticed. I am an individual and do not claim to know everything there is to know about these
cars. It is your responsibility to ensure that all of you questions or concerns are resolved prior
to bidding and not after. In fairness to all, I am not revealing the reserve price. If it does not
make reserve, I may contact the high bidder depending on what the highest amount was on the
last bid. Winning bidder must contact seller within 48 hours of auction close to confirm
purchase by e-mail. Remainder of selling price is due within 5 business days of auction end. All
funds must be in the form of a cashiers check, certified bank check, wire transfer or cash. If
there is no confirmation, seller has the right to offer the vehicle to other bidders. Buyer is
responsible for all transport costs. Seller reserves the right to end the auction early without any
liability to the seller. Any such fees and taxes shall be paid by Buyer. You may reach us at if you
have further questions. All eq uipment and vehicles are sold as is where is. Make Chevrolet.
Trade mine with cash or you trade me yours with cash to make it an equal trade. Equipped with
a High Performance HO Crate Motor that is fully tuned by a performance shop, truck has a
custom built firm shifting Heavy Duty Transmission, a Twin Stick transfer case, matched axle
gearing and tire size gears and The list of modifications is long, but the bottom line is that this
truck is well sorted out mechanically and works really good without breaking any parts. If it was
a crew cab, I would keep it. The truck is ready to drive anywhere, any distance, right now. The
cab odometer says 64, and I assume that it is ,, only rolled over ounce. The exhaust, tires,
shocks, glass, seals, paint, air conditioning etc are all new this year. Shifts very firm, but not too
hard to break, this meant that we had the valve body in and out of the transmission 5 or 6 times
to get the firmness adjusted just right quite an effort. But, you can't have a twin stick ability with
out taking it apart to modify the shift rods. That means it can be front wheel drive. Or rear wheel
drive in low transfer case, which is how I do MOST of my mudding until I get stuck and engage
the front axle to get out. It's a good practice and gives you a chance to get out on your own.
And this truck flings more mud in 2 wheel drive than most trucks that use 4 wheel drive! No
Joke. Hardly ever have I been stuck in this truck. But I have been stuck needing help. And all u
joints on truck are new. Front CV Joint has been clearance all around the yokes so the yokes
won't touch each other during harsh articulation angles. The front drive shaft angle is extreme,
and every trick has been done to ensure its proper operation. You'll be hard pressed to find
another truck this BIG that has a front drive shaft connected, and works, and works correctly I
could have used a Dana 60, it would have been cheaper than the steering kit, but I wanted the
bullet proof, forged, 1 piece, steering knuckle that is only made for the Plus, I left the differential
open and have never broken an axle after lots of mudding. But, I have broken several steering
components on dana 60's axle housings in the past Not to mention, the dana 60 has studs in the
casting for the passenger side leaf spring pad threaded into the differential case that can and
have in the past that can pull out! And you can always look to see that dana 44 u bolts are tight
vs. That's why I run a dana 44 and not a dana Dana 60's can leave you stranded in the
mountains with no steering, it has done that to me 3 times in the past, all steering related
problems. It's a cheap weak link to break. Would fit 44s no problem or bigger LEAF SPRINGS:
Altlas custom leaf springs Front and Rear were bent for the truck and the front springs have a
military wrap on them to keep the front from twisting and breaking the front drive shaft, that
cost extra and the military wrap works well at eliminating axle wrap in the front. The Front
springs are connected to a 4 x 6 rectangular tube with a receiver hitch for pulling out of mud.
Works well and gives you the ability to hook to a truck in front and pull out a truck behind you
like a train. I spent lots of time bending the tubes just right to install it right up against the roof
and rear cab. Everything mechanical on this truck is except the front grill, lights, transfer case,
drive-shafts, steering, leaf-springs, shocks and the Vortec crate engine. All of the Brand New Air
Conditioning is The doors are completely rebuilt and have new seals, new rubber, new window
motors and tracks and new door locks actuators and new switches and new everything like
hinges and hinge springs and bushings etc. These are smooth as silk, at the cost of precious
rubber removed in the process and at the cost of several hundred dollars in expense to have it
done. The tires are just the right size for this trucks power and gearing. Imaging is great with
custom front speaker placement and Kenwood speakers with cross overs using capacitors old
school. Subs are electronically crossed over at the amp. System runs a Deep Cell Battery and
amp alternator. Up for auction is my Dodge Ram Prospector 4x4. Odometer says 60, Miles. Has
the original engine and 3 speed automatic transmission, both of which function great with no
issues. Engine has plenty of power. There is some rust above the back wheels, and a bit of a
dent on the front passenger fender. I bought this truck as a project and have put alot of time and
money into it. It is now time to pass it along to someone who can enjoy it as much as I have.
This is not a clunker, winner can easily drive it home anywhere. Everything but the AC works,
including the cruise. Rear tires have very good tread, front tires are good treadSliding rear
windowManual lockoutsSony CD PlayerThe tool box is included and locks with keyFresh oil

changeJust in the past year the following has been done:New upper and lower ball joints on the
front left and right sidesNew tie rod endsNew front rotors, calipers, and brake pad
1975 dodge pickup truck
bms wiring diagram
vauxhall astra rear brake caliper removal
sNew front bearingsNew rear brake padsNew dual exhaustNew spark plugs and wiresNew
distributor, rotor, and capTuned carburetorNew thermostat New windshield wipersNew air
filterNew breather capNew PCV valveNew shocks all the way aroundAlignmentNew beltsNew
front axle u-jointsNew front drive shaft u-jointsNew rear drive shaft u-jointsNew bed linerNew
taillight assemblies New manual choke cableAll new vacuum lines under the hoodNew fan
switchNew head light switch This is sold AS IS, and the sale will be final. Further pictures
available upon request. Miami, FL. North Kingstown, RI. Garden City, NY. Hanover, MA. Chester
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